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Today’s talk

• Introduction
• Network scans: state of the art
– Hitlist generation
– IPv4/IPv6 sensitivity

• Finding IPv6 scanners with DNS backscatter
– DNS backscatter
– How to adapt to IPv6
– Measurement results
• Sensitivity
• Detecting IPv6 scanners
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Deployment of IPv6
• Growth of IPv6 deployment
– 20% of Google users
– 25% of ASes announce IPv6 prefix

6IPv6 security does matter?

www.google.com/intl/en/ipv6



IPv4 scan

• Easy to scan whole IPv4 address space
– Research purpose
• Finding vulnerability
• Detecting outage

– Other purpose
• De facto scanning tool: Zmap
– Takes 45 min with a single 10GE port
– Many security studies used Zmap
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Z.Durumeric, et al. “Zmap: Fast Internet-wide Scanning and Its Security Applications.” In 
USENIX Security Symposium 2013, pp.605-620, Washington D.C, 2013



IPv4 scan in the wild

• Measured at a transit link in WIDE (AS2500)
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administrators workload. Existing work on network measure-
ment ethics [16], [17] states that researchers should limit mea-
surements’ impact on regular users. In the scanning context,
this means that scanners must reduce their aggressiveness and
appropriately document their activities to ease the work of
network administrators [18]. Moreover, legal aspects have also
been considered [24]. It appears that appropriate documenta-
tion can demonstrate good faith in case of a lawsuit. Up to our
knowledge, there is no study of scanning ethics in the wild.

III. DATASET

We analyze network traffic traces from the MAWI repository
[25], which is a collection of daily traces measured from 14:00
to 14:15 JST since January 2001 at a backbone link connecting
Japanese universities and research institutions to the Internet.
It mainly consists of international traffic between universities
and commercial ISPs. The Autonomous System (AS) where
monitoring is performed announces 8 prefixes through BGP
that add up to a /14. Customers ASes’ prefixes add up to
a /13. Although the duration of each MAWI trace (i.e. 15
minutes) limits our study to a fraction of the daily traffic, the
MAWI repository enables us to inspect scanning trends over
15 years. We name this repository “MAWI longitudinal”. We
also use several multi-day long traces captured on the same
measurement point during the Day In The Life of Internet
(DITL) events in 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015. The respective
duration of these traces is 63, 72, 24 and 48 hours. We refer
to this repository as “MAWI DITL”. “MAWI longitudinal” is
used in Section IV and “MAWI DITL” is used Section V. Both
repositories are leveraged in Section VI. Unlike the publicly
available MAWI traces where IP addresses are anonymized,
our dataset contains original IP addresses to cross-reference
our data with other datasets (DNS, Censys [26], BGP). Less
than 2.5% of hosts are behind NAT [27]. We are thus confident
that scans from the same scanner, spread in time, originate
from the same host.

Abnormal events appearing in the MAWI repository are
reported in the MAWILab [11] database then classified and
annotated with a taxonomy designed for backbone network
anomalies [12]. In this paper, we make use of these results and
study the characteristics of traffic annotated with network scan
labels (i.e. labels with the prefix: network scan). This en-
sures that corresponding traffic has a single source and a high
number of destinations (> 20). Protocol header information
(SYN, ACK, FIN flags for TCP and ICMP type Echo request,
Netmask request and Timestamp request for ICMP) is also
used to identify different types of network scans. Although the
taxonomy identifies UDP scans, we analyze only TCP scans
(56% of all scans) because flag-based signatures reduce false
positives. To assess the reliability of MAWILab events, we
compare the source IP address of events annotated as network
scans in the MAWI traces with the IP addresses reported by
the SANS Internet Storm Center (ISC) [28] from November
2014 to March 2015. 55% of MAWILab network scans are
also present in ISC’s suspicious domains. This shows that the
majority of IP addresses labeled as scans are also detected

Figure 1: Port targeted by TCP network scans (radius repre-
sents the monthly number of scans).

by the firewalls participating in the DShield project. SANS
ISC and MAWI use very different data source: MAWI uses a
single measurement point on Japanese backbone while SANS
ISC leverages the DShield sensor, a collection of firewall logs
from across the world. This explains why the overlap between
MAWI and SANS ISC is not complete.

IV. MACROSCOPIC TRENDS AND RECENT EVOLUTION

Our study starts with the evolution of scanning characteris-
tics in the 15 year-long “MAWI longitudinal” dataset.

A. Destination port

Figure 1 depicts TCP scans along the 15 years of analyzed
traffic. For each scan, we retrieve the dominant destination
port. We observe two types of trends. In the first case, some
ports or services quickly arise and then slowly decay. The
most noticeable example of this is ports linked to worm
like ports 9898 (Dabber), or, 1023 and 5554 (Sasser) in
2004. Other services such as RPC (port 135 linked to Blaster
worm) experience similar surge but decrease slower. As noted
by [8], the decay is likely due to disinfection. A sudden
surge in Telnet scans occurs in March 2014. These scans
targets Telnet-enabled Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices such
as cameras [29]. Contrary to all previous sudden surges, this
one does not show any sign of decrease. We hypothesize
that this scanning increase is due to the absence of security
updates on IoT devices and the regular addition of vulnerable
devices on Internet. The second main trend is constituted
of classic application or destination ports that were already
present 15 years ago and that remain in use today. They are
thus constantly scanned during the whole duration of our study.
We can here quote SSH (port 22), HTTP (port 80), SMB (port
445), MS SQL Server (port 1433), and HTTP alternative (port
8080). Although not shown here, FTP (port 21) and HTTPS
(port 443) exhibit the same behavior.

J.Mazel, et al. “Profiling Internet Scanners: Spatiotemporal Structures and Measurement 
Ethics.” In TMA 2017, Dublin, Ireland, 2017, IEEE/IFIP



IPv4 scan in the wild

• > 100 scanning IPs / month with scan tools
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Figure 3: Scanning patterns in MAWI longitudinal: monthly number and percentage of scanners that use random patterns.

Figure 2: Monthly number of scans exhibiting Zmap and
Masscan fingerprints in MAWI longitudinal.

These observations are qualitatively consistent with past
literature [8]. Furthermore, recent Telnet scanning surge shown
on Figure 1 motivates the constant attention that researchers
should maintain on network scans.

B. Mass-scanning tools
Leonard and Loguinov [30] proposed the first Internet-wide

scanning tool and showed that their scanning pattern is as
polite as possible [22]. Open source scanning tools ZMap [6]
and Masscan [7] were then released in, respectively, August
2013 and September 2013. They are able to perform a wide
variety of scans using TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols, and
implement specific packet fingerprints in the ID field in the IP
header [15] that allow easy identification. Figure 2 displays
the total number of network scans along with the number
of ZMap and Masscan scans. If 95% of packets of a scan
match a tool’s fingerprint, the scan is considered as having
been performed with the considered tool. Following the release
of both tools, the number of associated scans immediately
arises but then almost disappears. This might be due to initial
curiosity. The number of fingerprinted scans then re-increases
in the beginning of 2014. Overall, ZMap is more prevalent
than Masscan.

Durumeric et al. [15] observed ZMap and Masscan usage in
darknet. Their results are difficult to compare to ours because
they use a different network scan definition: scans need to
reach more than 100 destinations with at least 10 packets per

second. Furthermore, it is easy for a malicious actor to remove
ZMap and Masscan fingerprints because they are open-source.
We may thus underestimate these tools’ usage.

C. Scanning patterns

Naive network scans use (incremental or decremental) se-
quential pattern to reach all addresses in a targeted prefix.
Randomizing the successive scanned IP addresses reduces the
traffic received by every targeted subnetwork in a certain
time-window thus reducing the odds of detection by network
administrators. It thus reduces detection odds. A SIP scan
[23] using byte-reverse order permutation has previously been
observed. Compared to naive sequential scanning, this pattern
spread the probing load over the complete targeted prefix at
any point in time. The use of this pattern indicates that the
attacker, the Sality botnet [31], wanted to avoid detection.
Studying scanning patterns provide insights into scanners’
sophistication and intent. We here test the monotonicity of
probed destination IP addresses using the Mann–Kendall test,
a nonparametric trend test [32]. We use a significance level
of 0.5% to avoid false positive as suggested by Li et al. [32].
Scans that do not exhibit any trend are considered as random.

Figure 3 displays the number of scans and proportion
of random ones. We here consider Telnet scans separately
because they constitute the overwhelming majority of scans
after March 2014. The overall tendency for non-Telnet scans
is an increase in random pattern use. Proportion values are
high for the early years but those values are not reliable due
to the small number of scans. The increase in random scanning
starts at the beginning of 2012. Telnet scans however remain
massively non-random across the dataset. As stated above,
the purpose of random scanning is to spread the probe load
uniformly across the targeted IP range. This makes detection
from stub networks much more difficult because of the small
number of packets that probe each subnetwork in a given time
window [22]. Our results thus show that scanners increasingly
use scanning patterns that aim at avoiding detection.

Existing probing patterns analyses in darknet snapshot data
support our results. Bou-Harb et al. [33] find that 57% of scans
in 2013 are random. Similarly, Fukuda et al. showed that, in
November 2006, 10-15% are randomly behaved [34].



IPv4 scan in the wild

• Source: /18 IPv4 darknet
10



• Introduction
• Network scans: state of the art
– Hitlist generation
– IPv4/IPv6 sensitivity

• Finding IPv6 scanners with DNS backscatter
– DNS backscatter
– How to adapt to IPv6
– Measurement results
• Sensitivity
• Detecting IPv6 scanners
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Difficulty in IPv6 scan

• Huge address space 
– IPv4: 4.3 x 109 -> IPv6: 3.4 x 1038

• SLAAC: Stateless Address Auto Configuration 
– EUI-64 based (RFC4291)

– Semantically Opaque Interface Identifiers 
(RFC7217)

12
Question: How to generate target IPv6 addresses?

Random probing is not efficient!



Making target hitlists for scan

• Passive data collection
– Traffic data

• Active data collection
– Alexa top 1M, rDNS (IPv4 -> A -> AAAA -> IPv6), 

traceroute, Zone files, 

• Target generation
– rDNS scan
– Generating plausible addresses

13



Passive and Active measurement
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TABLE XI: Statistics of active, passive, and traceroute sources.

Characteristic Active sources Passive sources Traceroutes CAIDA [5]

File size 75MB 5.4GB 2.4MB 40MB
Unique input lines 2.7M 149M 1.3M 618k
Unique targets 2,699,573 148,631,234 109,554 102,580
Unique ASes 5,750 8,219 4,170 5,488
Unique announced prefixes 8,602 17,554 5,367 9,269

AS coverage 56.46% 80.71% 41.00% 53.90%
ASes unique to source 128 1,276 14 147
Normalized ASes 1,918.33 3,684.67 1,158.83 1,873.17

Prefix coverage 33.37% 68.09% 20.76% 36.00%
Prefixes unique to source 346 5,798 53 514
Normalized prefixes 3,199.25 10,302.58 1,569.92 3,681.25

ICMPv6 response rate 75.5% 13.3% n/a 42.0%

Combined unique IPs 149,619,624
Combined AS coverage 8,531 (83.77%)
Combined prefix coverage 18,502 (71.77%)

TABLE XII: Web Server statistics.

IXP1 MWN1 Alexa Zone Files

Unique filtered addresses 256,891 56,846 43,822 752,585
IPs unique to source 86,996 5,573 4,180 416,477
ASes unique to source 325 59 101 784
Prefixes unique to source 650 111 144 1,100
1: Addresses observed on ports tcp80, tcp443 or udp443.

Internet structure: Evaluating the Internet structure aims at
finding as many routers and transit links as possible. Therefore,
it is of essence to maximize the count of ASes and announced
prefixes in the hitlist (in contrast to maximizing IP count).
Table XI shows that a combination of passive sources and
the CAIDA DNS dataset [5] yields very high AS and prefix
coverage at low effort. Prefixes missing from that combination
could be probed using guessed IIDs (e.g. ::1).
Assessing security posture: Empirically assessing the Inter-
net’s security posture aims at scanning as many responsive
hosts as possible, although frequently only servers are of
interest. We recommend to start with active sources, quickly
providing 2.7M unique targets which are likely servers and
75% responsive. To further extend coverage, passive sources
could be leveraged. We conducted a more specific evaluation
for web servers (tcp80, tcp443 and udp443) in Table XII. It
shows that when looking for web server IP addresses, active
sources provide the bulk mass of unique addresses. However,
passive sources, if available, are still a reasonable addition in
terms of addresses, prefixes and ASes covered.
Internet routers: When aiming to scan Internet routers, we
advise to use CAIDA’s IPv6 DNS dataset as the first source.
As seen in Table V it provides very good coverage with very
low effort. When aiming for maximum coverage, traceroutes to
other active sources will incrementally add more IP addresses.
Clients: When analyzing clients, a passive tap is a good way
to gather active addresses (see Tables VII and VI). However,
these quickly vanish, so almost immediate scans are advisable.
Active prefixes: Passive sources are key to identifying active
prefixes and their subprefixes.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We leveraged both passive and active measurements to
gather 150M IPv6 addresses covering 84% of ASes and 72%
of prefixes. We actively probed these addresses to evaluate the
response rate. We found very diverse characteristics of sources
with regards to coverage and efficiency. We derived specific
recommendations which source to use for different scan types.
Additionally, we argue that the sole number of IPv6 addresses
on a hitlist is not very relevant and can be vastly misleading.
Therefore, we suggest to build a hit list focused on stable IP
addresses covering a diverse set of ASes and prefixes.
Future Work. To further tailor the hit list to a specific scan
type a classification of hosts (e.g. server, router, client) could
help. Moreover, one could try to derive patterns from stable
IP addresses to predict responsive addresses in other subnets.
Acknowledgments. We thank the IXP and the Leibniz Su-
percomputing Centre for providing the flow data used in the
experiments. This work was supported by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research, project Peeroskop, grant
01BY1203C, and project SURF, grant 16KIS0145, and by the
European Commission, project SafeCloud, grant 653884.
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TABLE XI: Statistics of active, passive, and traceroute sources.

Characteristic Active sources Passive sources Traceroutes CAIDA [5]

File size 75MB 5.4GB 2.4MB 40MB
Unique input lines 2.7M 149M 1.3M 618k
Unique targets 2,699,573 148,631,234 109,554 102,580
Unique ASes 5,750 8,219 4,170 5,488
Unique announced prefixes 8,602 17,554 5,367 9,269

AS coverage 56.46% 80.71% 41.00% 53.90%
ASes unique to source 128 1,276 14 147
Normalized ASes 1,918.33 3,684.67 1,158.83 1,873.17

Prefix coverage 33.37% 68.09% 20.76% 36.00%
Prefixes unique to source 346 5,798 53 514
Normalized prefixes 3,199.25 10,302.58 1,569.92 3,681.25

ICMPv6 response rate 75.5% 13.3% n/a 42.0%

Combined unique IPs 149,619,624
Combined AS coverage 8,531 (83.77%)
Combined prefix coverage 18,502 (71.77%)

TABLE XII: Web Server statistics.

IXP1 MWN1 Alexa Zone Files

Unique filtered addresses 256,891 56,846 43,822 752,585
IPs unique to source 86,996 5,573 4,180 416,477
ASes unique to source 325 59 101 784
Prefixes unique to source 650 111 144 1,100
1: Addresses observed on ports tcp80, tcp443 or udp443.

Internet structure: Evaluating the Internet structure aims at
finding as many routers and transit links as possible. Therefore,
it is of essence to maximize the count of ASes and announced
prefixes in the hitlist (in contrast to maximizing IP count).
Table XI shows that a combination of passive sources and
the CAIDA DNS dataset [5] yields very high AS and prefix
coverage at low effort. Prefixes missing from that combination
could be probed using guessed IIDs (e.g. ::1).
Assessing security posture: Empirically assessing the Inter-
net’s security posture aims at scanning as many responsive
hosts as possible, although frequently only servers are of
interest. We recommend to start with active sources, quickly
providing 2.7M unique targets which are likely servers and
75% responsive. To further extend coverage, passive sources
could be leveraged. We conducted a more specific evaluation
for web servers (tcp80, tcp443 and udp443) in Table XII. It
shows that when looking for web server IP addresses, active
sources provide the bulk mass of unique addresses. However,
passive sources, if available, are still a reasonable addition in
terms of addresses, prefixes and ASes covered.
Internet routers: When aiming to scan Internet routers, we
advise to use CAIDA’s IPv6 DNS dataset as the first source.
As seen in Table V it provides very good coverage with very
low effort. When aiming for maximum coverage, traceroutes to
other active sources will incrementally add more IP addresses.
Clients: When analyzing clients, a passive tap is a good way
to gather active addresses (see Tables VII and VI). However,
these quickly vanish, so almost immediate scans are advisable.
Active prefixes: Passive sources are key to identifying active
prefixes and their subprefixes.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We leveraged both passive and active measurements to
gather 150M IPv6 addresses covering 84% of ASes and 72%
of prefixes. We actively probed these addresses to evaluate the
response rate. We found very diverse characteristics of sources
with regards to coverage and efficiency. We derived specific
recommendations which source to use for different scan types.
Additionally, we argue that the sole number of IPv6 addresses
on a hitlist is not very relevant and can be vastly misleading.
Therefore, we suggest to build a hit list focused on stable IP
addresses covering a diverse set of ASes and prefixes.
Future Work. To further tailor the hit list to a specific scan
type a classification of hosts (e.g. server, router, client) could
help. Moreover, one could try to derive patterns from stable
IP addresses to predict responsive addresses in other subnets.
Acknowledgments. We thank the IXP and the Leibniz Su-
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experiments. This work was supported by the German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research, project Peeroskop, grant
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Reverse DNS (rDNS) scan

• Crawling PTR registered name
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1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa. -> NOERROR
0.1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa. -> NOERROR
0.0.1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa. -> NOERROR

⋮
1.1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa. -> NXDOMAIN -> (ignore subtree)
2.1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa. -> NOERROR

0.2.1.0.0.2.ip6.arpa. -> NOERROR
⋮

ip6.arpa.

0 1 2 f

0 1 f

…

…

⋮
0 1 f…

1.

0.

2.

32.

T. Fiebig, et al. “Something from nothing (There): Collecting global IPv6 datasets 
from DNS,” In PAM’17, pp.30-43, Sydney, Australia, 2017.

• Found 5.8M new addresses (from 73K /32 
seeds) 



Note on rDNS scan

• How often PTRs are registered in v6?
• Checking route advertised 175K /32 prefixes 

(2018.09)
– No error: 7K
– Serv fail: 33K
– NX domain: 135K

• Sparsely registered!
– Usage is limited?
– Registration is limited?

17
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Generating plausible addresses

• Bayesian inference with nibble-based entropy
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We employ address anonymization when presenting
results. We changed the first 32 bits in IPv6 addresses
to the documentation prefix (2001:db8::/32), incre-
menting the first nybble when necessary. To anonymize
IPv4 addresses embedded within IPv6 addresses, we
changed the first byte to the 127.0.0.0/8 prefix.

4. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce our system by its visual

interface, and then we detail our underlying method-
ology. In Fig. 1, we present the analysis results for a
set of 24K WWW client addresses in a Japanese telco’s
prefix, collected from a CDN during a week’s time.
The main components of Entropy/IP’s visual inter-

face are as follows. First, Fig. 1(a) plots entropy per
address nybble, across the dataset. (We detail this in
Section 4.1.) Here, the trained eye can see that the
addresses are covered by one /40 prefix. In short, the
address segments—delineated by dashed vertical lines
and labeled with capital letters A through K at the
top—are comprised of nybbles having similar entropy.
Apart of that, we always make bits 1-32 the segment A.
(We detail this in Section 4.2.)
Second, Fig. 1(b,c) are examples of Entropy/IP’s con-

ditional probability browser. Here, we show the dis-
tributions of values inside segments by a colored heat
map. (We detail this in Section 4.3.) For example,
segment A always has the value 20010db8, which is re-
flected in 100% probability. In this example, the length
of segment C is two nybbles, in which four distinct val-
ues were observed: the most popular being 10 at 60%
in Fig. 1(b). Ranges are shown as two values (low to
high) within one colored box, e.g., segment J having an
interval of 0000ed18068 to fffb2bc655b at 40%.
In the transition from Fig. 1(b) to Fig. 1(c), the

analyst is curious how the probabilities would change
if one conditioned on the segment J having the value
00000. . . . Clicking on this value yields Fig. 1(c), show-
ing for instance that now C has the value 10 at 100%,
and likewise for value 0 in segments H and I.
Fig. 2 shows the structure of an associated Bayesian

Network (BN), with nodes representing the segments
and edges indicating a statistical dependency. (We de-
tail this in Section 4.4.) Here, the red edges show that
the segment J is directly dependent on segments C and
H, which is analyzed in Table 2. The segments can in-
fluence each other in the opposite direction and through
other segments. Thus, selecting a particular value for J
influences F through C, which is the reason for di↵erent
distribution for the segment F in Fig. 1(c) vs. Fig. 1(b).
A live, functional demo of Entropy/IP interface is

publicly available at http://entropy-ip.com/.

4.1 Entropy Analysis
Entropy is a measure of unpredictability in infor-

mation content [30]. Usually it is defined as H(X)
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Figure 1: Entropy/IP’s user interface displaying an
analysis of a Japanese telco prefix with 24K active client
IPs. Entropy by nybble plotted in (a). In (b), we select
the 00000. . . value (60%) for segment J by mouse click,
resulting in updated probabilities in (c) (e.g., 100%).

Figure 2: Dependencies between segments. Red color
indicates direct probabilistic influence on segment J.

H
C

10 22 20 21

0 100% 0.48% 7.7% 14%
1 17% 0.17% 6.3% 13%
d 25% 0.17% 7.7% 5.9%
9 17% 0.17% 9.1% 9.1%
5 20% 0.17% 7.1% 7.1%

2-f 2.3% 0.017% 0.79% 0.77%

Table 2: Probability for segment J in Fig. 2 equal
00000. . . , conditional on values in segments H and C.
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Generating plausible addresses

• Clustering dense part of nibbles
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5 6GEN ALGORITHM
In this section we introduce our target generation algorithm, 6Gen.
We present a conceptual overview of the algorithm and the intuition
behind our design decisions. Then, we discuss the algorithm in
detail and the optimizations that we implemented to operate it on
real-world datasets.

5.1 Overview
One natural approach for generating IPv6 scan targets would be
to try to reverse engineer organizational IP allocation schemes.
However, this approach has several downsides. It may be di�cult
to determine an allocation pattern from a limited number of seeds.
Networks may use multiple assignment policies for the same region
of address space (e.g., based on host type). Or, it might be di�cult
to determine the boundaries between independently managed net-
works.

Instead, we develop an algorithm that identi�es dense regions of
similar seeds. We assume that dense regions of seeds are associated
with dense regions of active addresses and model seed addresses
as independent and identically distributed (IID) random samples
of active addresses. This contrasts with approaches that assume
dependencies between seeds. We note that althoughmodeling seeds
as IID random samples leads to a simpler and more �exible target
generation, it may be less e�cient because it cannot learn patterns.

6Gen greedily clusters similar seeds into address space regions
with high seed density, and outputs the addresses within these
regions as scan targets. The algorithm operates iteratively, �rst
identifying the most similar seeds and then clustering together
those that form the densest regions, until the total size of the clus-
tered regions grows larger than a user-provided scan budget. In
other words, the algorithm allocates portions of its scan budget
to “hot spot” regions with many similar seeds, which—under the
assumption that seed density is positively correlated with active
host density—will maximize the opportunity for �nding previously-
unknown, active hosts.

Note that 6Gen is not purely density-driven, as it �rst identi�es
similar seeds before clustering them into dense regions. It is possible
that clustering between more distant seeds results in higher density
regions. The motivation behind prioritizing similarity is budget
conservation, as clusters of more similar seeds form smaller regions
that consume less budget.

5.2 Distance Metric
To cluster similar addresses, we must de�ne an address similarity
metric. We use the Hamming distance [19] between the nybble-
level representation of addresses and ranges. This metric counts the
number of nybble positions that di�er between two addresses. To
calculate the distance between two regions of IP space, we consider
the distance from any wildcard (?) nybble to be zero. For example,
the distance between 2001:db8::58 and 2001:db8::51 is one; the
distance between 2001:db8::51 2001:db8::5? is zero. We note
that the Hamming distance also equals the number of nybbles that
would become newly dynamic if two addresses were clustered into
a range. Intuitively, this indicates the addresses are less similar as a
larger region is needed to encapsulate them.

Figure 1: Dynamic nybbles for a cluster of 7 seeds (the clus-
ter’s seed set). The cluster has three dynamic nybbles (the
other 29 nybble indices have identical values for all ad-
dresses) and a range of 2::?:?0?

We calculate distance at the nybble granularity because address-
ing schemes are potentially allocated at this speci�city and because
we observe that bit-level granularity can lead to pairs of addresses
that intuitively seem less similar while sharing the same bit-wise
Hamming distance. For example, 2::20 and 201:: are 2 bits apart,
as are 2:: and 2::3. However, the second pair intuitively seems
more similar and potentially suggests exploration of the range 2::?.

5.3 Cluster Range De�nitions
We use ranges to encapsulate the seeds in a cluster, as shown in
Figure 1. While it is natural to represent ranges of IPv6 addresses
with nybble wildcards accepting any legal value, we additionally
consider nybble wildcards with bounded values. We extend the nyb-
ble wildcard notation to denote speci�c nybble value ranges with
the following syntax [1-2,8-a]. We describe the tradeo�s between
clustering at the nybble wildcard granularity (“loose” clustering)
and at nybble speci�city (“tight” clustering) in §6.3.

5.4 Algorithm Details
We provide pseudocode for 6Gen in Algorithm 1 and walk through
the algorithm in this section.

6Gen accepts a set of input seeds (i.e., known addresses) and
internally maintains a set of clusters de�ned by a range (the region
of address space that encompasses the seeds in that cluster) and a
seed set (the seeds that lie within the cluster’s range). The algorithm
instantiates with a cluster for each seed, containing the single seed
address and with a range equal to the seed (as shown in Function
InitClusters). In each successive iteration, 6Gen calculates the impact
of growing each cluster by adding the single closest seed. We note
that 6Gen does not merge similar clusters. Instead, it allows seeds
to belong to multiple clusters, and grows clusters independent of
one another.

In each iteration, we �rst identify the closest seed(s) to each
cluster based on Hamming distance (as shown in Function FindCan-
didateSeeds). We consider all non-cluster seeds that are minimally
equidistant as candidate seeds. For each potential cluster growth
by a candidate seed, the cluster range would expand, potentially
encapsulating additional seeds beyond the candidate seed (thus
further growing the cluster seed set). We identify what the full seed
set of the grown cluster would be under the expanded range, and
compute the resulting seed density—the grown cluster’s seed set size
divided by its range size (as detailed in Function GrowCluster). The

2::?:?0?

A.Murdock, et al. ”Target Generation for Internet-wide IPv6 Scanning."  In IMC’17, 
pp.167–181, London, UK, 2017.
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TABLE XI: Statistics of active, passive, and traceroute sources.

Characteristic Active sources Passive sources Traceroutes CAIDA [5]

File size 75MB 5.4GB 2.4MB 40MB
Unique input lines 2.7M 149M 1.3M 618k
Unique targets 2,699,573 148,631,234 109,554 102,580
Unique ASes 5,750 8,219 4,170 5,488
Unique announced prefixes 8,602 17,554 5,367 9,269

AS coverage 56.46% 80.71% 41.00% 53.90%
ASes unique to source 128 1,276 14 147
Normalized ASes 1,918.33 3,684.67 1,158.83 1,873.17

Prefix coverage 33.37% 68.09% 20.76% 36.00%
Prefixes unique to source 346 5,798 53 514
Normalized prefixes 3,199.25 10,302.58 1,569.92 3,681.25

ICMPv6 response rate 75.5% 13.3% n/a 42.0%

Combined unique IPs 149,619,624
Combined AS coverage 8,531 (83.77%)
Combined prefix coverage 18,502 (71.77%)

TABLE XII: Web Server statistics.

IXP1 MWN1 Alexa Zone Files

Unique filtered addresses 256,891 56,846 43,822 752,585
IPs unique to source 86,996 5,573 4,180 416,477
ASes unique to source 325 59 101 784
Prefixes unique to source 650 111 144 1,100
1: Addresses observed on ports tcp80, tcp443 or udp443.

Internet structure: Evaluating the Internet structure aims at
finding as many routers and transit links as possible. Therefore,
it is of essence to maximize the count of ASes and announced
prefixes in the hitlist (in contrast to maximizing IP count).
Table XI shows that a combination of passive sources and
the CAIDA DNS dataset [5] yields very high AS and prefix
coverage at low effort. Prefixes missing from that combination
could be probed using guessed IIDs (e.g. ::1).
Assessing security posture: Empirically assessing the Inter-
net’s security posture aims at scanning as many responsive
hosts as possible, although frequently only servers are of
interest. We recommend to start with active sources, quickly
providing 2.7M unique targets which are likely servers and
75% responsive. To further extend coverage, passive sources
could be leveraged. We conducted a more specific evaluation
for web servers (tcp80, tcp443 and udp443) in Table XII. It
shows that when looking for web server IP addresses, active
sources provide the bulk mass of unique addresses. However,
passive sources, if available, are still a reasonable addition in
terms of addresses, prefixes and ASes covered.
Internet routers: When aiming to scan Internet routers, we
advise to use CAIDA’s IPv6 DNS dataset as the first source.
As seen in Table V it provides very good coverage with very
low effort. When aiming for maximum coverage, traceroutes to
other active sources will incrementally add more IP addresses.
Clients: When analyzing clients, a passive tap is a good way
to gather active addresses (see Tables VII and VI). However,
these quickly vanish, so almost immediate scans are advisable.
Active prefixes: Passive sources are key to identifying active
prefixes and their subprefixes.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We leveraged both passive and active measurements to
gather 150M IPv6 addresses covering 84% of ASes and 72%
of prefixes. We actively probed these addresses to evaluate the
response rate. We found very diverse characteristics of sources
with regards to coverage and efficiency. We derived specific
recommendations which source to use for different scan types.
Additionally, we argue that the sole number of IPv6 addresses
on a hitlist is not very relevant and can be vastly misleading.
Therefore, we suggest to build a hit list focused on stable IP
addresses covering a diverse set of ASes and prefixes.
Future Work. To further tailor the hit list to a specific scan
type a classification of hosts (e.g. server, router, client) could
help. Moreover, one could try to derive patterns from stable
IP addresses to predict responsive addresses in other subnets.
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TABLE XI: Statistics of active, passive, and traceroute sources.

Characteristic Active sources Passive sources Traceroutes CAIDA [5]

File size 75MB 5.4GB 2.4MB 40MB
Unique input lines 2.7M 149M 1.3M 618k
Unique targets 2,699,573 148,631,234 109,554 102,580
Unique ASes 5,750 8,219 4,170 5,488
Unique announced prefixes 8,602 17,554 5,367 9,269

AS coverage 56.46% 80.71% 41.00% 53.90%
ASes unique to source 128 1,276 14 147
Normalized ASes 1,918.33 3,684.67 1,158.83 1,873.17

Prefix coverage 33.37% 68.09% 20.76% 36.00%
Prefixes unique to source 346 5,798 53 514
Normalized prefixes 3,199.25 10,302.58 1,569.92 3,681.25

ICMPv6 response rate 75.5% 13.3% n/a 42.0%

Combined unique IPs 149,619,624
Combined AS coverage 8,531 (83.77%)
Combined prefix coverage 18,502 (71.77%)

TABLE XII: Web Server statistics.

IXP1 MWN1 Alexa Zone Files

Unique filtered addresses 256,891 56,846 43,822 752,585
IPs unique to source 86,996 5,573 4,180 416,477
ASes unique to source 325 59 101 784
Prefixes unique to source 650 111 144 1,100
1: Addresses observed on ports tcp80, tcp443 or udp443.

Internet structure: Evaluating the Internet structure aims at
finding as many routers and transit links as possible. Therefore,
it is of essence to maximize the count of ASes and announced
prefixes in the hitlist (in contrast to maximizing IP count).
Table XI shows that a combination of passive sources and
the CAIDA DNS dataset [5] yields very high AS and prefix
coverage at low effort. Prefixes missing from that combination
could be probed using guessed IIDs (e.g. ::1).
Assessing security posture: Empirically assessing the Inter-
net’s security posture aims at scanning as many responsive
hosts as possible, although frequently only servers are of
interest. We recommend to start with active sources, quickly
providing 2.7M unique targets which are likely servers and
75% responsive. To further extend coverage, passive sources
could be leveraged. We conducted a more specific evaluation
for web servers (tcp80, tcp443 and udp443) in Table XII. It
shows that when looking for web server IP addresses, active
sources provide the bulk mass of unique addresses. However,
passive sources, if available, are still a reasonable addition in
terms of addresses, prefixes and ASes covered.
Internet routers: When aiming to scan Internet routers, we
advise to use CAIDA’s IPv6 DNS dataset as the first source.
As seen in Table V it provides very good coverage with very
low effort. When aiming for maximum coverage, traceroutes to
other active sources will incrementally add more IP addresses.
Clients: When analyzing clients, a passive tap is a good way
to gather active addresses (see Tables VII and VI). However,
these quickly vanish, so almost immediate scans are advisable.
Active prefixes: Passive sources are key to identifying active
prefixes and their subprefixes.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We leveraged both passive and active measurements to
gather 150M IPv6 addresses covering 84% of ASes and 72%
of prefixes. We actively probed these addresses to evaluate the
response rate. We found very diverse characteristics of sources
with regards to coverage and efficiency. We derived specific
recommendations which source to use for different scan types.
Additionally, we argue that the sole number of IPv6 addresses
on a hitlist is not very relevant and can be vastly misleading.
Therefore, we suggest to build a hit list focused on stable IP
addresses covering a diverse set of ASes and prefixes.
Future Work. To further tailor the hit list to a specific scan
type a classification of hosts (e.g. server, router, client) could
help. Moreover, one could try to derive patterns from stable
IP addresses to predict responsive addresses in other subnets.
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IPv4/v6 scan response

• Ping to 25K Dual stack routers
• More open ports in IPv6
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Fig. 1: Percentage of 25K dual-stack routers (RB) respon-
sive to ping that were open via IPv4 and/or IPv6 for each
application tested. For each application, the green bar
corresponds to reachability (connection success) over only
IPv4, the red bar only IPv6, and the blue bar reachability
over both. Beside each bar we report the percentage of
hosts tested that were only reachable by IPv4 or IPv6,
and beside each application is the percentage difference in
reachability over IPv6 compared to IPv4.

the routers, and six of eleven tested applications are more
open over IPv6 for servers. While 18% of routers and 17%
of servers we tested were reachable in IPv4 for at least one
application not reachable in IPv6, some applications can have
default configurations that do not listen in IPv6. The policy
discrepancy landscape overall is profoundly varied; a staggering
44% of routers and 43% of servers had different application
reachability (i.e., connection success) depending on version
of IP used. At a high level, this suggests a large difference
in services that dual-stacked hosts effectively make available
(intentionally or not) over one version of IP versus the other.

A. Router Application Openness Results

Figure 1 shows the protocol discrepancy observed between
IPv4 and IPv6 for routers. For each application, we show the
percentage open over IPv4 and/or IPv6, the percentage open
over only IPv4 or IPv6, and the difference in openness of
IPv6 over IPv4. Particularly troubling is an observation that
the three most open protocols in IPv6 are high-value: SSH,
BGP, and Telnet; these protocols were 166%, 73%, and 156%
more open in IPv6 than IPv4, respectively. We next discuss
each application result and comment on its possible impact.

NTP: Among tested applications, NTP is most open overall, but
discrepancy between the two protocols is relatively moderate
at 14% more openness for IPv6. The fact that NTP is the most
reachable application in this dataset is not totally unexpected,
given that this application is commonly enabled by default
on network devices (e.g., [1]). A surprising finding is that
a relatively large percentage of the routers only respond via
one protocol or the other relative to those that respond on
both. This suggests some peculiarity in default router NTP
configurations. While access to NTP is not a critical risk, it
has been leveraged for large-scale distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS) attacks in the past, and lagging IPv6 protection may

signal less attention paid to blocking its traffic over IPv6 than
has been deployed for IPv4 [18]. Further, we found that the
NTP version command we used can leak the device vendor
and version in many cases, which may be helpful to attackers
targeting specific vulnerabilities.

SSH: The second most open application we see is SSH.
SSH also has the second largest discrepancy between the two
protocols, with IPv6 being more than twice as open; 166%
more routers allow connecting over IPv6 than IPv4. As SSH
is a management application allowing control over the device,
this is a troubling finding. If exploited via brute-force password
attempts, harvested passwords used by administrators on other
compromised sites or hosts, or via software vulnerabilities, SSH
access could lead to stealthy and large-scale attacks. As with
most router vulnerabilities, these might include, for example,
redirecting traffic for specific websites, email, or DNS queries
to attackers, and facilitating other various forms of man-in-the-
middle attacks. Further, since routers are specialized systems
with typically proprietary operating systems and less general-
purpose computing power, they may be less likely than servers
to be bolstered with protections against a range of SSH-based
attacks—e.g., password attempt limits, SSH key-only logins,
and logging failed attempts.

BGP: The third most open application is BGP, which we would
expect to be running on routers, but not to necessarily be open
for anyone to connect. An open BGP port on routers leaves
them potentially more susceptible to various TCP-based attacks,
such as SYN floods, and blind in-window attacks [36]. The
fact that 73% more hosts completed the TCP handshake over
IPv6 than IPv4, suggests, at the very least, that some additional
protection, likely via an access control list, has been set up on
these devices for IPv4 but not for IPv6. Hence, the deployed
security policy on these routers for IPv6 contradicts their IPv4
policy. As routers constitute the backbone of the Internet, and
BGP is the protocol by which Internet routers communicate
where to send traffic, vulnerabilities in BGP pose a serious
threat.

Telnet: The fourth most open application is Telnet. We were
surprised to discover so many routers accept global TCP
connections to Telnet at all (9% of the dataset over any IP
version), given the fact that this application has been replaced
by SSH as a primary management interface for routers, in large
part due to its inherent insecurity. This insecurity stems mostly
from the fact that Telnet sends traffic unencrypted and that,
unlike SSH, it also has no means of validating the identity of
the server that a client connects to (which an SSH client can do
by checking the fingerprint of the key that the server provides
during connection). Moreover, beyond server authentication,
there is no key-based authentication for clients in Telnet either;
so, all connections involve sending a user name and password in
clear text to a server whose identity can not be verified. Router
Telnet sessions have even been targeted by nation states to
capture the configuration of routers, leading to deeper network
breach [24]. As with SSH, the danger of weak passwords that
can be brute-forced and the possibility of shared passwords
across sites allowing compromised credentials to be used to
gain broader access, mean that the security posture of these
devices is degraded simply by having Telnet exposed. As there
are again more than double—156% more—IPv6-open routers
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• Introduction
• Network scans: state of the art
– Hitlist generation
– IPv4/IPv6 sensitivity

• Finding IPv6 scanners with DNS backscatter
– DNS backscatter
– How to adapt to IPv6
– Measurement results
• Sensitivity
• Detecting IPv6 scanners
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Detecting Network-wide Scans

• Passive backbone/IXP traffic collection
• Darknet (aka network telescope)
– Routed but no legitimate hosts

• Distributed firewall logs (e.g., SANS)
• DNS backscatter
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Detecting Events through DNS backscatter
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Advantages
• Deployable
– Centralized monitoring at DNS authority

• Privacy friendly
– Information is on queriers NOT originators
– Reverse queries are generated automatically
– Focus on large events (ignore small users)

• Robust against malicious originators
• Can infer different class of originator (e.g., scanner) 

with Machine Learning
31
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12 originator classes

Query log at Authority

Identification process
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(Querier -> Originator)
mail1.example.com -> 1.2.3.4
fw0.foo.jp -> 5.6.7.8
spam.good.jp -> 1.2.3.4
ns0.example.jp -> 7.8.9.10

Query logs: from any server

2 Root DNS
JP-DNS
Local authority
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(Originator -> #Uniq Queriers)
1.2.3.4 -> 50 (Keep)
5.6.7.8 -> 10 (Drop)
7.8.9.10 -> 5 (Drop)

Query logs: Large originators
(N > 20)
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smtp0.ok.com -> 1.2.3.4 (mail)
mail1.example.com -> 1.2.3.4 (mail)
spam.foo.jp -> 1.2.3.4 (spam)
ns0.bar.jp -> 1.2.3.4 (ns)
Feature vector: 1.2.3.4: <mail 50%, ns 25%, spam 25%, #AS, qps…>

featurequerier originator
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(Class: ad-tracker, cdn, cloud, crawler, dns, mail, scan, spam…)

11.12.13.14  <mail 45%, ns 20%, spam 5%,…>     mail
21.22.23.24  <mail 60%, ns 15%, spam 5%,…>     mail
31.32.33.34  <mail 45%, ns 15%, spam 15%,…>   spam

Originator          Feature vector                              class

Ground truth from dozen of public sources (darknet, DNLBL…)
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Originator 1.2.3.4 <mail 50%, ns 25%, spam 25%, #AS, qps…>
-> spam

1. Training with labeled data
2. Classify test data with classification matrix



Discriminative power of static features
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Picking the best ML algorithm

• Cross validation with 3 ML algorithms
• Num classes: 12, labeled data:200-800
• Precision: 70-80% (imbalanced dataset problem)

Detecting Malicious Activity with DNS Backscatter

Kensuke Fukuda
National Institute of Informatics/Sokendai

kensuke@nii.ac.jp

John Heidemann
University of Southern California

Information Sciences Institute
johnh@isi.edu

ABSTRACT
Network-wide activity is when one computer (the origina-
tor) touches many others (the targets). Motives for activity
may be benign (mailing lists, CDNs, and research scanning),
malicious (spammers and scanners for security vulnerabili-
ties), or perhaps indeterminate (ad trackers). Knowledge
of malicious activity may help anticipate attacks, and un-
derstanding benign activity may set a baseline or charac-
terize growth. This paper identifies DNS backscatter as
a new source of information about network-wide activity.
Backscatter is the reverse DNS queries caused when tar-
gets or middleboxes automatically look up the domain name
of the originator. Queries are visible to the authoritative
DNS servers that handle reverse DNS. While the fraction of
backscatter they see depends on the server’s location in the
DNS hierarchy, we show that activity that touches many tar-
gets appear even in sampled observations. We use informa-
tion about the queriers to classify originator activity using
machine-learning. Our algorithm has reasonable precision
(70–80%) as shown by data from three different organiza-
tions operating DNS servers at the root or country-level.
Using this technique we examine nine months of activity
from one authority to identify trends in scanning, identify-
ing bursts corresponding to Heartbleed and broad and con-
tinuous scanning of ssh.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Operations—Network monitoring

General Terms
Measurement

Keywords
Internet; Domain Name System; DNS; network activity;
scanning
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dataset algorithm accuracy precision recall F1-score
CART 0.66 0.63 0.60 0.61

JP RF 0.78 0.82 0.76 0.79
ditl SVM 0.73 0.74 0.71 0.73
B CART 0.48 0.48 0.45 0.46

post- RF 0.62 0.66 0.60 0.63
ditl SVM 0.38 0.50 0.32 0.39

CART 0.53 0.52 0.49 0.51
M RF 0.68 0.74 0.63 0.68
ditl SVM 0.60 0.68 0.52 0.59

CART 0.61 0.65 0.58 0.61
M RF 0.79 0.82 0.77 0.79

sampled SVM 0.72 0.76 0.70 0.73

Table 1: Validating classification against labeled ground-
truth.

RandomForest
is best
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How to adapt to IPv6
• Number of queriers is much smaller in v6
– ML doesn’t work well
– More aggregation (1day -> 1week)

• We directly infer the type of originator
– Originator’s Keyword and AS
• smtp.foo.bar -> mail

– Originator-Querier relation
• All belongs to the same AS -> not network-wide events

– Matching with Blacklists
• Spam, scan, etc

41Fukuda, et al. ”Who Knocks at the IPv6 Doors? Detecting IPv6 Scanning"  In IMC’18, 
Boston, MA, 2018. (to appear)



Classification

• Major services: Google, MS, FB, Yahoo (by ASN)
• CDN: Akamai,,, (by ASN)
• DNS: Zone files, keyword
• NTP: NTP pool, keyword
• Mail/Web
• Iface: traceroute, keyword
• Tunnels: 6to4, Teledo
• Spam: Blacklist
• Scan: Blacklist, backbone data
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Analyzing IPv6 backscatter sensitivity

44

Who Knocks at the IPv6 Door? Detecting IPv6 Scanning IMC’18, October 31–November 2, 2018, Boston, MA, USA

Label # addrs Description
Alexa 10k Alexa 1M; servers
rDNS 1.4M Reverse DNS
P2P 40k P2P Bittorrent; clients

Table 1: IPv4/IPv6 hitlists

3.1 Methodology
To understand DNS backscatter as a sensor, we �rst consider how
often IPv6 hosts react to scanning compared to IPv4 hosts.

To answer this question we scan IPv6 ourselves and observe the
response. Following prior work in IPv6 scanning [8, 15], we harvest
IPv4 and IPv6 hitlists from three sources, as listed in Table 1: Alexa:
we resolve Alexa 1M domains and pick up domains that have both
IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. rDNS: we scan the IPv4 reverse DNS map
and list all names that also have IPv6 addresses (following [15]).
P2P : we crawl IPv4 and IPv6 addresses in a DHT-based BitTorrent
network for a month. We expect Alexa to represent servers, P2P
clients, and rDNS to have both. Alexa and rDNS hosts are names
that bind to both v4 and v6, but for P2P we do not have pairs of
addresses. We crawl many more IPv4 addresses than have IPv6 in
P2P. We normalize the sizes of the two sets by randomly sampling
IPv4 addresses from the set to match the number of IPv6 addresses.

We set up an IPv4 (with ZMap) and IPv6 (with a custom scanner)
network scanner. The scanner sends a packet to each target IP, then
records corresponding reply packets. It probes multiple application
ports (ICMP echo, HTTP, ssh, DNS, and NTP). We also prepare a
local authoritative DNS server for monitoring queriers querying
reverse lookups of the scanner’s IP address. The TTL of the PTR
record is set to 1 second at the authority to minimize caching
e�ects1. For IPv6, we embed target IPv6 information to the source
IP address of the scanner, allowing us to track correspondence
between the target IP we scan and any DNS backscatter triggered
by that scan. (Backscatter is sent from the querier, the recursive
resolver of the target, so without this embedding we must guess
the target.)

For IPv4, there is only one source IPv4 address for the scanner
and thus we cannot directly pair replies to requests. Instead, we
count total replies over the 24 hours following a scan. Our data from
IPv6 con�rms that this period will cover 99% of DNS backscatter
that will be generated. We also exclude resolvers that appear in our
DNS logs in weeks before our experiments as background noise.
These include shodan.io, he.net, and Google’s crawlers.

3.2 Comparing Backscatter: IPv4 and IPv6
We now compare IPv4 and IPv6 response to scanning using the
methodology we just described. DNS backscatter is caused by re-
verse DNS queries from the target or middleboxes, typically due
to security policies that investigate or log tra�c. Comparing DNS
backscatter between v4 and v6 will therefore highlight any di�er-
ences in security policy. Prior work has shown IPv6 security is
often more lax [8], so our study will reevaluate that result.

Figure 1 shows the amount of DNS backscatter that results from
scans using each of our three target lists (Alexa, P2P, and rDNS).
Colors and labels indicate particular target lists, while squares show
1We do not have enough knowledge on the distribution of originator’s TTLs in the
wild, however, our controlled experiment setting expects to yield the highest number
of queriers.
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Figure 1: DNS backscatter sensitivity

the IPv6 version and circles the IPv4 version. For reference, we also
provide observations for scans of random IPv4 addresses (data from
Figure 4 from [14]) and a projected �t along the diagonal.

Comparing the Alexa and rDNS datasets, we see that the IPv4
version of each target list produces about 10⇥more DNS backscatter
than IPv6. This con�rms that IPv6 appears to be less heavily logged
than IPv4. An alternative hypothesis is that our target lists are
unusual in some way, but, if anything, Alexa4 and rDNS4 are more
heavilymonitored than random IPv4 addresses, since they are above
the dashed line �tting DNS backscatter resulting from random
probing.

Finally, the P2P6 dataset is even more below the IPv4 baseline
(for its size) than Alexa6 or rDNS6. While Alexa6 and rDNS6 gen-
erally represent servers, P2P6 represents clients, so one possible
explanation is that clients are even less monitored in IPv6 than
servers, perhaps due to very wide use of ephemeral IPv6 addresses.

3.3 Applications and Backscatter in IPv6
To better understand how prevelant monitoring is in IPv6 and how
that a�ects DNS backscatter, we next look at scans to speci�c ap-
plication ports. We evaluate applications in two steps: we establish
a baseline response rate. We then compare DNS backscatter that
results from scans on di�erent ports.

For both experiments we scan targets from the rDNS hitlist (our
largest list), then evaluate how often we see an expected reply (for
example, an ICMP echo reply in response to an echo request), an
unexpected reply (for example, ICMP destination unreachable), or
lack of reply.

Direct scans: Table 2 shows the results of direct scans of �ve
di�erent application ports. As expected, the fraction of replies varies
by application, with the most replies from ICMP (62.9%) and fewest
from NTP (4.7%). These results are consistent with prior application
scans (for example, [8]), although they show that our target lists
have slightly higher response rate than random scanning.

Our IPv4 reply rate is also about the same as the v6 rate.
Backscatter: Having established that our target list is typical,

we next consider what DNS backscatter triggered by these scans
shows. Our goal is to understand what DNS backscatter sees of our
scans, so we can evaluate what backscatter shows of other scanners.

• Custom IPv6 network scanner
– Multiple proto/service (ICMP, TCP22, TCP80,UDP53, 

UDP123) 
– Uniq source IP for each target 

• Local authoritative server
– TTL = 1s

• Three hitlists



V4/V6 backscatter sensitivity

• x10 smaller DNS backscatter
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Application response

• Source: rDNS
• ICMP6 > tcp80 > tcp22 > udp123 > udp53
• No significant difference between v4 and v6
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type icmp6 (ping) tcp22 (ssh) tcp80 (web) udp53 (DNS) udp123 (NTP)
queries . . . 1476509 100% . . .
expected reply 928953 62.9% 410421 27.8% 661182 44.8% 69965 4.7% 140893 9.5%
other reply 145264 9.8% 205446 13.9% 201627 13.7% 672171 45.5% 371044 25.1%
no reply 402292 27.2% 860642 58.3% 613700 41.5% 734373 49.4% 964572 65.3%
expected v4 reply - 57.8% - 30.0% - 35.4% - 6.3% - 5.9%

Table 2: Scan results overview (rDNS): expected reply is the number of expecting unique replies, e.g., ICMP echo reply for
ICMP echo. Other reply is unexpected one, e.g., ICMP destination unreach., and no reply is lack of reply.

icmp6 (ping) tcp22 (ssh) tcp80 (web) udp53 (DNS) udp123 (NTP)
v6 backscatter 1809 (0.12%) 774 (0.05%) 1020 (0.07%) 653 (0.04%) 746 (0.05%)
w/expected reply 1371 75.8% (0.09%) 365 47.2% (0.03%) 597 58.5% (0.04%) 137 21.0% (0.01%) 134 18.0% (0.01%)
w/other reply 44 2.4% (0.002%) 94 12.1% (0.006%) 87 8.5% (0.006%) 265 40.6% (0.02%) 183 24.5% (0.01%)
w/no reply 394 21.8% (0.03%) 315 40.7% (0.02%) 336 32.9% (0.02%) 251 38.4% (0.02%) 429 57.5% (0.03%)
v4 backscatter 4478 (0.30%) 2731 (0.18%) 3094 (0.21%) 3961 (0.27%) 4045 (0.27%)

Table 3: DNS backscatter and application behavior (rDNS).

The relationship between DNS backscatter and applications is not
obvious, because DNS backscatter typically results from logging,
and the choice to log (or not) depends on perceptions of protocol
sensitivity.

Table 3 shows DNS backscatter detections and their yield, how
many replies are seen relative to di�erent types of replies (expected,
other, or no reply). Yield is small, varying from 0.12% for ICMP
echo (icmp6) to 0.04% for DNS (udp53), consistent with limited
monitoring in IPv6, compared to monitoring DNS backscatter in
IPv4 (0.2-0.3%). The amount of DNS backscatter depends on the
protocol. For common protocols like icmp6 and web, we see more
DNS backscatter from IP addresses that give the expected reply (for
example, icmp6 shows 0.09% yield for IP addresses that return an
echo reply). For less common protocols like DNS and NTP, DNS
backscatter is more common for hosts that do not reply to the
protocol, suggesting organizations that are logging tra�c to closed
ports.

4 FINDING SCANNING ACTIVITY IN IPV6
DNS BACKSCATTER

Having established DNS backscatter for IPv6, we next examine how
much scanning we see in six months of data observed at B-Root
DNS.

4.1 Datasets
We use B-Root DNS to �nd DNS backscatter, then con�rm scanners
against data from the MAWI backbone and the NII darknet.

DNS backscatter:We extract all reverse DNS for IPv6 as seen
at B-Root from July to December 2017. Original data is full capture,
but with occasional packet loss during very busy periods. We use
both UDP and TCP queries. We see 31M unique querier-originator
pairs, 435k unique queriers, and 29M unique IPv6 originators over
this time.

Backbone tra�c: To con�rm scanners we use MAWI tra�c
traces [6] that are captured at a transit link of AS2500 (WIDE) from
June 2017 to March 2018. Data is a sample taken for 15 minutes
at 2pm JST each day. We extract IPv6 packets from the mixed un-
anonymized v4 and v6 trace. We see about 7M IPv6 packets in each
day’s sample.

Followed by a heurestic classi�er [21] for MAWI data, we de�ne
a network scanner as a source IPv6 address that (1) has �ve or
more destination IPs, (2) all going to a common destination port,
(3) with, on average, fewer than ten packets per destination IP, and
(4) the entropy of packet length is smaller than 0.1. The last crite-
rion helps distinguish network scans from DNS resolvers because
DNS resolvers query a wide variety of QNAMEs. These criteria are
conservative to reduce false positives.

Darknet tra�c: We also use darknet data to con�rm scanners.
Darknets are network address blocks that are routed, but that have
no hosts in them, so tra�c that arrives is likely not benign (instead
it is scanning, DoS re�ection, miscon�guration, etc.). We operate a
/37 IPv6 darknet from June 2017 toMarch 2018.We announce it with
a di�erent AS (AS2907; SINET) than the backbone measurements
to avoid measurement overlap. We capture 15k packets from 106
source IPs in this period.

4.2 Backscatter Detection
We next look at what DNS backscatter sees in IPv6 over six months:
services, routers, and potential abuse. Table 4 gives the mean num-
ber of each group that appears per week over all six months.

We �rst show that DNS backscatter detects a variety of services:
large service and cloud providers (Facebook, Google, and Microsoft)
are prominent, as are CDNs. This result suggests services may
consider increasing use of reverse DNS names in IPv6.

Well known services account for about 12% of DNS backscatter.
Reverse name checks are part of validation of services such as NTP
and SMTP.



Backscatter and response

• Backscatter: how often firewall logs?
• V4 backscatter is x3-5 larger than v6
• Backscatter with expected reply: ok but logged
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type icmp6 (ping) tcp22 (ssh) tcp80 (web) udp53 (DNS) udp123 (NTP)
queries . . . 1476509 100% . . .
expected reply 928953 62.9% 410421 27.8% 661182 44.8% 69965 4.7% 140893 9.5%
other reply 145264 9.8% 205446 13.9% 201627 13.7% 672171 45.5% 371044 25.1%
no reply 402292 27.2% 860642 58.3% 613700 41.5% 734373 49.4% 964572 65.3%
expected v4 reply - 57.8% - 30.0% - 35.4% - 6.3% - 5.9%

Table 2: Scan results overview (rDNS): expected reply is the number of expecting unique replies, e.g., ICMP echo reply for
ICMP echo. Other reply is unexpected one, e.g., ICMP destination unreach., and no reply is lack of reply.

icmp6 (ping) tcp22 (ssh) tcp80 (web) udp53 (DNS) udp123 (NTP)
v6 backscatter 1809 (0.12%) 774 (0.05%) 1020 (0.07%) 653 (0.04%) 746 (0.05%)
w/expected reply 1371 75.8% (0.09%) 365 47.2% (0.03%) 597 58.5% (0.04%) 137 21.0% (0.01%) 134 18.0% (0.01%)
w/other reply 44 2.4% (0.002%) 94 12.1% (0.006%) 87 8.5% (0.006%) 265 40.6% (0.02%) 183 24.5% (0.01%)
w/no reply 394 21.8% (0.03%) 315 40.7% (0.02%) 336 32.9% (0.02%) 251 38.4% (0.02%) 429 57.5% (0.03%)
v4 backscatter 4478 (0.30%) 2731 (0.18%) 3094 (0.21%) 3961 (0.27%) 4045 (0.27%)

Table 3: DNS backscatter and application behavior (rDNS).

The relationship between DNS backscatter and applications is not
obvious, because DNS backscatter typically results from logging,
and the choice to log (or not) depends on perceptions of protocol
sensitivity.

Table 3 shows DNS backscatter detections and their yield, how
many replies are seen relative to di�erent types of replies (expected,
other, or no reply). Yield is small, varying from 0.12% for ICMP
echo (icmp6) to 0.04% for DNS (udp53), consistent with limited
monitoring in IPv6, compared to monitoring DNS backscatter in
IPv4 (0.2-0.3%). The amount of DNS backscatter depends on the
protocol. For common protocols like icmp6 and web, we see more
DNS backscatter from IP addresses that give the expected reply (for
example, icmp6 shows 0.09% yield for IP addresses that return an
echo reply). For less common protocols like DNS and NTP, DNS
backscatter is more common for hosts that do not reply to the
protocol, suggesting organizations that are logging tra�c to closed
ports.

4 FINDING SCANNING ACTIVITY IN IPV6
DNS BACKSCATTER

Having established DNS backscatter for IPv6, we next examine how
much scanning we see in six months of data observed at B-Root
DNS.

4.1 Datasets
We use B-Root DNS to �nd DNS backscatter, then con�rm scanners
against data from the MAWI backbone and the NII darknet.

DNS backscatter:We extract all reverse DNS for IPv6 as seen
at B-Root from July to December 2017. Original data is full capture,
but with occasional packet loss during very busy periods. We use
both UDP and TCP queries. We see 31M unique querier-originator
pairs, 435k unique queriers, and 29M unique IPv6 originators over
this time.

Backbone tra�c: To con�rm scanners we use MAWI tra�c
traces [6] that are captured at a transit link of AS2500 (WIDE) from
June 2017 to March 2018. Data is a sample taken for 15 minutes
at 2pm JST each day. We extract IPv6 packets from the mixed un-
anonymized v4 and v6 trace. We see about 7M IPv6 packets in each
day’s sample.

Followed by a heurestic classi�er [21] for MAWI data, we de�ne
a network scanner as a source IPv6 address that (1) has �ve or
more destination IPs, (2) all going to a common destination port,
(3) with, on average, fewer than ten packets per destination IP, and
(4) the entropy of packet length is smaller than 0.1. The last crite-
rion helps distinguish network scans from DNS resolvers because
DNS resolvers query a wide variety of QNAMEs. These criteria are
conservative to reduce false positives.

Darknet tra�c: We also use darknet data to con�rm scanners.
Darknets are network address blocks that are routed, but that have
no hosts in them, so tra�c that arrives is likely not benign (instead
it is scanning, DoS re�ection, miscon�guration, etc.). We operate a
/37 IPv6 darknet from June 2017 toMarch 2018.We announce it with
a di�erent AS (AS2907; SINET) than the backbone measurements
to avoid measurement overlap. We capture 15k packets from 106
source IPs in this period.

4.2 Backscatter Detection
We next look at what DNS backscatter sees in IPv6 over six months:
services, routers, and potential abuse. Table 4 gives the mean num-
ber of each group that appears per week over all six months.

We �rst show that DNS backscatter detects a variety of services:
large service and cloud providers (Facebook, Google, and Microsoft)
are prominent, as are CDNs. This result suggests services may
consider increasing use of reverse DNS names in IPv6.

Well known services account for about 12% of DNS backscatter.
Reverse name checks are part of validation of services such as NTP
and SMTP.
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Datasets

• DNS backscatter: 
– B-root DNS server
– Full capture (31M uniq querier-originator pairs)

• Backbone: MAWI traffic repository
– Transit link in AS2500 (WIDE)
– Tcpdump in 15 min each day 

• Darknet: SINET darknet
– v6 /37 advertised from AS2907 (SINET) 
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Count %
Category (mean/week) total
Services:

Content Provider 4722 70.24
Facebook 3653 54.34
Google 727 10.82
Microsoft 329 4.89
Yahoo 13 0.19

CDN 286 4.25
Well-known service 815 12.12
DNS 337 5.01
NTP 414 6.16
mail (SMTP) 42 0.62
web (HTTP) 22 0.33

Minor service 268 3.99
other services 83 1.23
qhost 185 2.75

Routers:
Router 288 4.28
iface 256 3.81
near-iface 32 0.48

Tunnel 216 3.21
Teredo/6to4 207 3.08
tor 9 0.12

Potential Abuse:
Abuse 128 1.90
spam 17 0.25
scan 16 0.24
unknown (potential abuse) 95 1.41

Total 6723 100.00
Table 4: Weekly average number of originators in each class
for six month DNS backscatter data. (Indented values sum
to their boldface parent.)

We also see a large number of routers and tunnel interfaces.
We believe those interfaces appear as a result of traceroutes from
topology studies. Traceroutes will look up the reverse names of
each router hop, and carrying out traceroutes everywhere will
look up the names of �rst few hops many, many times (even with
caching); our near-iface de�nition captures this abundance. (This
observation was con�rmed by operators of a major ISP.) Tunnels
and VPNs seem to often do reverse queries, presumably during
setup.

Finally, the smallest but most important category is potential
abuse. We see 17 spammers, 16 scanners, and 95 events that are
consistent with scanning, on average per week. We discuss these
cases in detail next.

4.3 Con�rming Scanners
We next discuss seven scanners we see in backbone and darknet
data.

Completeness:We �rst compare DNS backscatter against back-
bone and darknet data. Backscatter provides wide-angle view that
can see globally, but it only sees large events. Backbone and darknet
data are both narrowly focused, seeing only events that traverse

the backbone segment or send tra�c to the darknet, but potentially
more sensitive at detecting small scans.

First, we �nd four scanners in both DNS backscatter and MAWI
backbone data: scanners (a) through (d) in Table 5. Only scanner
(a) appears in darknet data.

Scanner (a) probes TCP port 80. It appears in MAWI on six days,
but the intensity of DNS backscatter is not high (Parenthetic number
in DNS BS indicates the number of weeks the originator appears at
least once). Scanners (b) to (d) appear two times in DNS backscatter
and also two days in MAWI. These results provide con�rmation
that DNS backscatter does see actual scanners.

This result also shows the limited e�ectiveness of darknets for
IPv6: they can only see a tiny fraction of the vast IPv6 space, making
DNS backscatter and tra�c observation more important techniques
in IPv6. Only scanner (a) appears in the darknet, MAWI, and DNS
backscatter. Some of CAIDA’s Archipelago measurements [3] ap-
pear only in the darknet.

Second, we see that DNS backscatter misses three of the scanners
we see in MAWI (scanners e, f, and g). DNS backscatter only detects
big events that generate many reverse DNS queries, and these
scanners are fairly brief (1 or 2 days seen in MAWI). In addition,
scanners (e) through (g) target only a narrow range of IP blocks (i.e.,
a single /48), so DNS backscatter from many locations is unlikely.
Thus, these scanners show that DNS backscatter will miss small
scans.

Third, we see that there are 95 unknown (potential abuse) de-
tections seen in backscatter data only. We suggest that these are
potential scanners missed in MAWI and our darknet.

Scan types: A natural question is to ask what hitlists these
known, detected scanners employ. Carefully checking target IP
addresses of the scanners, we �nd three typical patterns. First, rand
IID, IPs consisting of /64 pre�x + small and random right most
nibble in IID such as scanning 2001:db8:1::10, then 2001:db8:�::10.
For rDNS, IPs are those with reverse name registered in reverse
DNS. Finally,Gen suggests use of a target generation algorithm. The
hitlist of scanner (a) appears to use a target generation algorithm.
This scanner originates from address space used by Murdock et
al. [23] developers of one such algorithm; they con�rmed that we
detected their scanning. Scanners (b) and (c) are rand IID, but since
they lack tra�c in the darknet, we guess that they probe speci�c
routed pre�xes as seeds. On the other hand, scanners (d) through
(g) rely on reverse names (rDNS), similar to our probes. In summary,
we con�rm that the detected scanners employ multiple types of
hitlists.

Temporal correlation: To better understand the nature of IPv6
scanning we next investigate the temporal behavior of scanners
(a) through (d) in both DNS backscatter and MAWI tra�c. Figure 2
shows our six months of observations for each of these scanners.
Each “x” is a detection in MAWI, and the bars show the number of
queriers seen in DNS backscatter.

This comparison con�rms that DNS backscatter successfully
detects network-wide scans, since most scans seen in MAWI result
in DNS backscatter. Queries for other isolated DNS backscatter
suggest a possibility of network scans targeting other networks, or
scanning that does not occur in the brief fraction of the day our
MAWI dataset provides.
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Count %
Category (mean/week) total
Services:

Content Provider 4722 70.24
Facebook 3653 54.34
Google 727 10.82
Microsoft 329 4.89
Yahoo 13 0.19

CDN 286 4.25
Well-known service 815 12.12
DNS 337 5.01
NTP 414 6.16
mail (SMTP) 42 0.62
web (HTTP) 22 0.33

Minor service 268 3.99
other services 83 1.23
qhost 185 2.75

Routers:
Router 288 4.28
iface 256 3.81
near-iface 32 0.48

Tunnel 216 3.21
Teredo/6to4 207 3.08
tor 9 0.12

Potential Abuse:
Abuse 128 1.90
spam 17 0.25
scan 16 0.24
unknown (potential abuse) 95 1.41

Total 6723 100.00
Table 4: Weekly average number of originators in each class
for six month DNS backscatter data. (Indented values sum
to their boldface parent.)

We also see a large number of routers and tunnel interfaces.
We believe those interfaces appear as a result of traceroutes from
topology studies. Traceroutes will look up the reverse names of
each router hop, and carrying out traceroutes everywhere will
look up the names of �rst few hops many, many times (even with
caching); our near-iface de�nition captures this abundance. (This
observation was con�rmed by operators of a major ISP.) Tunnels
and VPNs seem to often do reverse queries, presumably during
setup.

Finally, the smallest but most important category is potential
abuse. We see 17 spammers, 16 scanners, and 95 events that are
consistent with scanning, on average per week. We discuss these
cases in detail next.

4.3 Con�rming Scanners
We next discuss seven scanners we see in backbone and darknet
data.

Completeness:We �rst compare DNS backscatter against back-
bone and darknet data. Backscatter provides wide-angle view that
can see globally, but it only sees large events. Backbone and darknet
data are both narrowly focused, seeing only events that traverse

the backbone segment or send tra�c to the darknet, but potentially
more sensitive at detecting small scans.

First, we �nd four scanners in both DNS backscatter and MAWI
backbone data: scanners (a) through (d) in Table 5. Only scanner
(a) appears in darknet data.

Scanner (a) probes TCP port 80. It appears in MAWI on six days,
but the intensity of DNS backscatter is not high (Parenthetic number
in DNS BS indicates the number of weeks the originator appears at
least once). Scanners (b) to (d) appear two times in DNS backscatter
and also two days in MAWI. These results provide con�rmation
that DNS backscatter does see actual scanners.

This result also shows the limited e�ectiveness of darknets for
IPv6: they can only see a tiny fraction of the vast IPv6 space, making
DNS backscatter and tra�c observation more important techniques
in IPv6. Only scanner (a) appears in the darknet, MAWI, and DNS
backscatter. Some of CAIDA’s Archipelago measurements [3] ap-
pear only in the darknet.

Second, we see that DNS backscatter misses three of the scanners
we see in MAWI (scanners e, f, and g). DNS backscatter only detects
big events that generate many reverse DNS queries, and these
scanners are fairly brief (1 or 2 days seen in MAWI). In addition,
scanners (e) through (g) target only a narrow range of IP blocks (i.e.,
a single /48), so DNS backscatter from many locations is unlikely.
Thus, these scanners show that DNS backscatter will miss small
scans.

Third, we see that there are 95 unknown (potential abuse) de-
tections seen in backscatter data only. We suggest that these are
potential scanners missed in MAWI and our darknet.

Scan types: A natural question is to ask what hitlists these
known, detected scanners employ. Carefully checking target IP
addresses of the scanners, we �nd three typical patterns. First, rand
IID, IPs consisting of /64 pre�x + small and random right most
nibble in IID such as scanning 2001:db8:1::10, then 2001:db8:�::10.
For rDNS, IPs are those with reverse name registered in reverse
DNS. Finally,Gen suggests use of a target generation algorithm. The
hitlist of scanner (a) appears to use a target generation algorithm.
This scanner originates from address space used by Murdock et
al. [23] developers of one such algorithm; they con�rmed that we
detected their scanning. Scanners (b) and (c) are rand IID, but since
they lack tra�c in the darknet, we guess that they probe speci�c
routed pre�xes as seeds. On the other hand, scanners (d) through
(g) rely on reverse names (rDNS), similar to our probes. In summary,
we con�rm that the detected scanners employ multiple types of
hitlists.

Temporal correlation: To better understand the nature of IPv6
scanning we next investigate the temporal behavior of scanners
(a) through (d) in both DNS backscatter and MAWI tra�c. Figure 2
shows our six months of observations for each of these scanners.
Each “x” is a detection in MAWI, and the bars show the number of
queriers seen in DNS backscatter.

This comparison con�rms that DNS backscatter successfully
detects network-wide scans, since most scans seen in MAWI result
in DNS backscatter. Queries for other isolated DNS backscatter
suggest a possibility of network scans targeting other networks, or
scanning that does not occur in the brief fraction of the day our
MAWI dataset provides.

DNS backscatter mainly 
detect content provider 

and CDN (benign)

Traceroute triggers 
many backscatters

Clear abuse and 
potential ones
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• 4 scanners are detected both MAWI and 
backscatter

• 3 small scanners are missed in backscatter
• Darknet only finds 1 scanner 52
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IP MAWI Backscatter Dark ASN info
#days port scan type #weeks #weeks

(a) 2001:48e0:205:2::/64 6 TCP80 Gen 1 (5) 1 40498 New Mexico Lambda Rail
(b) 2a02:418:6a04:178::/64 2 ICMP rand IID 2 (4) 0 29691 Nine, CH
(c) 2a02:c207:3001:8709::/64 2 TCP80 rand IID 2 (2) 0 51167 Contabo, DE
(d) 2a03:f80:40:46::/64 2 ICMP rDNS 2 (3) 0 5541 ADNET-Telecom, RO
(e) 2405:4800:103:2::/64 2 ICMP rDNS 0 (4) 0 18403 FPT-AS-AP, VN
(f) 2a03:4000:6:e12f::/64 1 ICMP rDNS 0 (0) 0 197540 NETCUP-GmbH, DE
(g) 2800:a4:c1f:6f01::/64 1 ICMP rDNS 0 (0) 0 6057 ANTEL, UY

Table 5: Observed IPv6 scanners in MAWI; /64 of IPs are anonymized. Scan types consist of Gen: target generation, rand IID:
random and small right most nibble, and rDNS: reverse name registered.
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Figure 3: Number of scans and unknown (potential abuse)
over time

4.4 Abuse Over Time
Finally, Figure 3 examines the trend in potential abuse originators
over time. We see considerable variation in the unknown (potential
abuse) category, and although the trend is slightly upward, it is
very noisy.

However, we see a consistent, slow increase in con�rmed scan-
ners over time. Con�rmed scanners increase from 8 originators in
July to 28 in December. We are cautious in interpreting this trend,

since three factors are relevant: greater scanning, greater classi�-
cation of scanning, and generally greater use of IPv6. We do see
this increase outpaces the general increase in all DNS backscatter
over that time, which went from about 5000 to 8000 IPs over this
period. However, the 3⇥ increase in scanning is larger than the 60%
increase in all DNS backscatter. Our count of con�rmed scanners
is based on seeing them some other source (MAWI or darknet or
blacklist), so it is possible that we are just better at con�rming scan-
ners. However, we cautiously suggest that IPv6 scanning seems to
be increasing over time.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper adapts DNS backscatter to IPv6. DNS backscatter is able
to detects many cloud providers, CDNs and services in IPv6, in
addition to �nding 16 con�rmed scanners and about 95 unknown
(potential abuses) per week. We also show that IPv6 scanning ac-
tivity is increasing, and con�rm that IPv6 is less closely monitored
than IPv4. We believe DNS backscatter will be an important tool
in IPv6, since approaches such as darknets are much less e�ective
with IPv6’s huge address space compared to IPv4.
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4.4 Abuse Over Time
Finally, Figure 3 examines the trend in potential abuse originators
over time. We see considerable variation in the unknown (potential
abuse) category, and although the trend is slightly upward, it is
very noisy.

However, we see a consistent, slow increase in con�rmed scan-
ners over time. Con�rmed scanners increase from 8 originators in
July to 28 in December. We are cautious in interpreting this trend,

since three factors are relevant: greater scanning, greater classi�-
cation of scanning, and generally greater use of IPv6. We do see
this increase outpaces the general increase in all DNS backscatter
over that time, which went from about 5000 to 8000 IPs over this
period. However, the 3⇥ increase in scanning is larger than the 60%
increase in all DNS backscatter. Our count of con�rmed scanners
is based on seeing them some other source (MAWI or darknet or
blacklist), so it is possible that we are just better at con�rming scan-
ners. However, we cautiously suggest that IPv6 scanning seems to
be increasing over time.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper adapts DNS backscatter to IPv6. DNS backscatter is able
to detects many cloud providers, CDNs and services in IPv6, in
addition to �nding 16 con�rmed scanners and about 95 unknown
(potential abuses) per week. We also show that IPv6 scanning ac-
tivity is increasing, and con�rm that IPv6 is less closely monitored
than IPv4. We believe DNS backscatter will be an important tool
in IPv6, since approaches such as darknets are much less e�ective
with IPv6’s huge address space compared to IPv4.
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Scanners confirmed at MAWI

• rDNS hitlists: 4 scanners
• Rand IID hitlists: 2 scanners (e.g., 2001:db8:1::10)
• Generative hitlists: 1 scanner (6Gen)
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random and small right most nibble, and rDNS: reverse name registered.
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4.4 Abuse Over Time
Finally, Figure 3 examines the trend in potential abuse originators
over time. We see considerable variation in the unknown (potential
abuse) category, and although the trend is slightly upward, it is
very noisy.

However, we see a consistent, slow increase in con�rmed scan-
ners over time. Con�rmed scanners increase from 8 originators in
July to 28 in December. We are cautious in interpreting this trend,

since three factors are relevant: greater scanning, greater classi�-
cation of scanning, and generally greater use of IPv6. We do see
this increase outpaces the general increase in all DNS backscatter
over that time, which went from about 5000 to 8000 IPs over this
period. However, the 3⇥ increase in scanning is larger than the 60%
increase in all DNS backscatter. Our count of con�rmed scanners
is based on seeing them some other source (MAWI or darknet or
blacklist), so it is possible that we are just better at con�rming scan-
ners. However, we cautiously suggest that IPv6 scanning seems to
be increasing over time.

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper adapts DNS backscatter to IPv6. DNS backscatter is able
to detects many cloud providers, CDNs and services in IPv6, in
addition to �nding 16 con�rmed scanners and about 95 unknown
(potential abuses) per week. We also show that IPv6 scanning ac-
tivity is increasing, and con�rm that IPv6 is less closely monitored
than IPv4. We believe DNS backscatter will be an important tool
in IPv6, since approaches such as darknets are much less e�ective
with IPv6’s huge address space compared to IPv4.
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(Why darknet misses?)

• Current scanners rely on hitlists
– Never scan IP addresses not in hitlists 

• Require to register to hitlists
– Add v4 PTR, A, and AAAA records!
– Add v6 PTR records!
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MAWI scan and backscatter

• Strong temporal correlation!
56
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Abuse over time

• The number of scans increases over time
57
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Abuse over time

• The number of scans increases over time
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Conclusion

• IPv6 scanning: state of the art
– Hitlist generation
– Comparison with IPv4 scans

• DNS backscatter - a new data 
source for Internet-wide events
– Adapt to IPv6
– Works well

• IPv6 scanners increase over time
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